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Improving the lead flotation recovery 
at Lakan lead-zinc processing plant 
using high-intensity conditioning
by K. Barani1, M. Godarzi1, and F. Moradpouri1

Synopsis
A sampling campaign carried out on the lead flotation circuit at Lakan lead-zinc processing plant 
demonstrated that the Pb recovery was only about 68-69%. Characterization of the Pb flotation tailing 
showed that 61.4% of the Pb is in the –37 µm size fraction, which is difficult to recover by flotation. Batch 
flotation experiments were carried out on a plant sample of the lead flotation feed and high-intensity 
conditioning (HIC) was used to improve flotation recovery. The results showed that increasing the 
collector conditioning time from 1 to 3 minutes significantly increases the Pb recovery from 42.5% to 
57.3%. Further increases in conditioning time to 5 to 7 minutes decreased the Pb recovery. With a collector 
conditioning time of more than 3 minutes, due to the surface cleaning effect, increasing collector and 
frother dosage improved the flotation selectivity and recovery, even at higher collector dosages. The 
Pb recovery increased from 69.1% to 79.8% with increasing impeller speed from 600 to 1250 r/min. HIC 
increases the flotation kinetics and greatly improves the flotation recovery and concentrate grade.
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Introduction
Plant experience, as well as experimental work, has shown that fine particles (<10 μm) float more slowly 
and less selectively than particles in the intermediate size range (10–70 μm). A number of hypotheses 
have been advanced to explain the poor floatability of ultrafine particles. (Engel, Middlebtook, and 
Jameson, 1997; Aldrich et al., 1997; Bulatovic and Salter, 1989; Wang et al., 2020; Ulusoy and Kursun 2021): 

 ➤   The mass of fine particles decreases and consequently the probability of collision and 
adhesion is reduced m

 ➤   The increased surface area reduces the suspension stability, collector coating, and froth 
stabilization

 ➤   The decrease in particle size increases the surface energy, and accordingly the adsorption of 
collectors on the particles becomes non-specific

 ➤   The oxidation of fine particle increases
 ➤   Slime coatings occur on coarse particles.
Several alternative processes such as shear flocculation, carrier flotation, oil agglomeration, selective 

flocculation, and desliming have been suggested to overcome the problem of recovering fine mineral 
particles in froth flotation (Valderrama and Rubio, 1998; Chen et al., 1999a). In shear flocculation, the 
selective aggregation of hydrophobic particles occurs due to the high turbulence (Warren 1975). Many 
researchers have extended the concept of shear flocculation to the conditioning stage by increasing 
conditioning time or increasing impeller speed (Rubio, 1978; Bulatovic and Salter, 1989; Valderrama and 
Rubio, 1998).

High-intensity conditioning (HIC) is effective only if it is done in the presence of collectors and 
modifiers (Liu, Zhang, and Chen, 2021). After HIC, fine hydrophobic particles (–10 μm) become 
selectively agglomerated and readily floatable, the hydrophilic species are removed from the intermediate 
(–10+75 μm) and coarse (+75 μm) fractions (surface cleaning), and the hydrophobicity of particle 
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surfaces is improved. Also due to surface cleaning, collector 
adsorption onto the particle surfaces is improved so the flotation 
performance becomes more sensitive to collector and frother 
addition (Bulatovic and Salter, 1989; Chen et al., 1999a).

HIC has been investigated in laboratory and pilot plant 
test work to improve the flotation of fine particles from finely 
disseminated copper-zinc, copper-nickel, copper-lead-zinc-silver, 
and copper ores (Bulatovic and Salter, 1989). The results showed 
that HIC without additions of collector and frother has no positive 
effect on the flotation of ultrafine mineral slimes. By contrast, HIC 
with the addition of collector, frother, and suitable modifiers can 
significantly improve both recovery and selectivity of ultrafine 
sulphide slimes.

The hydrodynamic and chemical aspects of HIC prior to 
nickel rougher flotation were investigated by Engel, Middlebrook, 
and Jameson (1997). The Rushton mixing cell design was utilized 
with variations in impeller type and size. The results showed 
major improvements to the nickel grade-recovery occurred after 
HIC. It was shown that impeller speed has some influence on the 
subsequent flotation performance at any fixed value of power and 
work.

(Aldrich et al. (1997) investigated the effect of HIC on the 
batch flotation of sulphide ore. The results showed that HIC 
significantly increased grade-recovery compared with the baseline 
floats.

HIC and carrier flotation of fine gold particles were studied 
at the laboratory scale d by Valderrama and Rubio (1998). After 
pulp HIC a 24% increase in the recovery of gold, 50% increase in 
concentrate grade, and faster flotation rates (at least 3-4 times 
faster) were obtained. 

Chen et al. (1999a) studied the effect of HIC on the flotation 
of a nickel ore. HIC increased the flotation rate and recovery of 
pentlandite in the 8–75 μm particle size range. A large number 
of particles before and after HIC were examined using scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM), image analysis, and X-ray diffraction. 
It was found that hydrophilic gangue slimes were coated on both 
pentlandite and gangue mineral surfaces prior to HIC. After HIC, 

coated slimes were removed from the mineral particle surfaces, 
the amount of slime removal depending on agitation intensity and 
time. 

Wei, Mei-jiao, and Yue-hua (2009) investigated the influence 
of HIC on fine particle aggregation and flotation behaviour of 
sphalerite in a slurry saturated with CO2. The results showed that 
during HIC using air- or CO2-saturated water, xanthate acts as a 
frother, and HIC plays a synergistic role in promoting fine particle 
aggregation and hence flotation.

The removal of serpentine slime from pentlandite surfaces 
was investigated by Feng et al. (2018). The results illustrated that 
coarser slimes could be removed by HIC, while the fine slimes 
could be removed by adding hexametaphosphate reagent.

Feng et al. (2012) studied the effect of the chain length of 
xanthate on the flotation of nickel ore using different conditioning 
methods. The results showed that HIC could increase pentlandite 
flotation recovery significantly. Xanthates with different 
hydrocarbon chain lengths had a different effect on pentlandite 
flotation when different conditioning methods were used

It can be concluded from the literature that a significant 
improvement in the floatability and selectivity of slime particles 
can be obtained by HIC conditioning. In this research work, we 
investigated the application of HIC for increasing lead recovery 
in the lead flotation circuit at the Lakan lead and zinc processing 
plant. 

Materials and methods

Surveying and sampling
Lakan processing plant is located in the Markazi province of Iran. 
The main ore minerals are galena (PbS) and sphalerite (ZnS) along 
with small amounts of serosite (PbCO3), hemimorphite (ZnCO3), 
anglesite (PbSO4), and zensite (ZnO). The gangue minerals are 
pyrite (FeS2), calcite (CaCO3), dolomite (CaMg[CO3]2) and silica 
(SiO2). 

Figure 1 shows the process flow sheet of the Lakan plant. 
The dry solids feed rate to the plant is about 40 t/h. The run-of-

Figure 1—Lakan processing plant flow sheet
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mine ore (ROM) is crushed by jaw and cone crushers to 100% 
passing 10 mm (P100 10 mm). The crusher product is ground to 
a D80 of 150 μm by primary (open circuit) and secondary (closed 
circuit) ball mills. The ground product is fed to the Pb rougher 
flotation circuit (16 Denver mechanical cells with 1.4 m3 volume). 
At the Pb rougher flotation stage, the Pb is floated at a pH of 
7.7–7.8 and 40% solids with potassium ethyl xanthate (45 g/t) as 
galena collector, zinc sulphate (550 g/t) as sphalerite depressant, 
sodium silicate (150 g/t) as the gangue depressant, and MIBC (40 
g/t) as frother. The Pb concentrate from the rougher enters the 
multi-stage cleaner circuit (four Denver mechanical cells with 
a 1.4 m3 volume) for further upgrading. The tailings of the Pb 
rougher flotation stage proceeds to the Zn flotation circuit for zinc 
recovery. 

A sampling campaign was carried out on the Pb flotation 
circuit for a period of one month. The Pb flotation feed, the Pb 
final concentrate (the cleaner concentrate), and the Pb final 
tailings (Zn flotation circuit feed) were sampled and the particle 
size distributiosn and Pb grades determined. The average 
metallurgical performance of the Pb flotation circuit for a period 
of one month is shown in Table I. It will be observed that the 
Pb recovery was about 68.6%, with the remaining 31.4% passing 
through to the Zn flotation circuit. 

Figure 2 shows the particle size distribution of the feed, 
concentrate, and tailings of the Pb flotation circuit. It can be seen 
that the Pb concentrate has a much finer size distribution than 
the feed and tailings, with 67.2% of the particles smaller than 37 
μm compared with 43.1% and 37.1% for the Pb feed and tailings, 
respectively. This indicates that the Pb-bearing particles have 
undergone selective grinding in the comminution process.

Characterization of Pb flotation tailings
To identify the problems in the Pb flotation, it is important to 
determine the Pb and Zn distributions in the various size fractions 
of the Pb flotation tailings. A sample of the tailings was divided 
into six size fractions of +150, –150+105, –105+74, -74+53, –53 +37, 
and –37 μm and the mass and the Pb and Zn grades determined in 
each fraction. Polished sections were prepared from each fraction 
and examined using optical microscopy and backscattered 
electron imaging by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Table II shows the Pb and Zn distributions in the Pb flotation 
tailings. As can be seen, 61.4% of the Pb is in the –37 μm fraction. 

The optical microscopy studies showed that the main minerals 
in the Pb flotation tailings are sphalerite (sp), galena (gn), and 
pyrite (py). In the +150 and –105 +150 μm fractions, metallic 
minerals, which include sphalerite (5.5-6.0%), pyrite (0.5-1.0%), 
and galena (approx. 0.5%), make up about 6–7% of the totals. 

Sphalerite is found as large free grains locked with galena, pyrite, 
and nonmetallic minerals. Small galena inclusions less than 40 μm 
can also be seen in sphalerite. In some cases, sphalerite less than 
in size 40 μm is observed in the large grains of galena. 

As the grain size becomes smaller in the –105+74, –74+53, 
–57+37, and –37 μm fractions, the volume percentage of sphalerite 
and pyrite increases and the liberation of these minerals increases 
to more than 95%. However, in the case of galena, in general the 
volume percentage decreases and no free galena was observed in 
the –57+37, and –37 μm fractions. In these fractions, galena mostly 
occurs as very fine micrometre-size inclusions in sphalerite and 
nonmetallic minerals. 

Galena particles constitute less than 0.1% of the –37 μm 
fraction, in contrast with the results in Table II, which show that 
61.34% of the Pb in the tailings is in this fraction. Therefore, due 
to the possibility of the galena particles being below the detection 
limit of the polarizing microscope, the polished sections were 
also studied using SEM, which has a much higher resolution. 
Figure 3 shows backscattered images from the polished sections. 
The minerals were identified in the surfaces of the sections by 
EDS analysis and the results compared to the standard mineral 
samples.

   Table I

    Metallurgical performance of the flotation circuit for a 
period of one month (average values)

   Flow Pb assay (%) Pb recovery (%)

   Feed 2.56 100
   Pb conc. 53.58 68.56
   Pb tails 0.83 31.44

Figure 2—Particle size distribution of feed, concentrate, and tailings of the 
Pb flotation circuit

   Table II

   Pb and Zn mass distributions in Pb flotation tailings

   Particle size Mass (%)                                               Pb                                                                                     Zn  
   range (µm)  Assay (%) Mass (%) Assay (%) Mass (%)

   +150 6.35 17.31 0.75 25.95 17.54
   –150+105 8.5 4.28 0.59 8.16 7.38
   –105+74 10.59 6.6 0.59 12.57 14.18
   –74+53 12.44 5.07 0.72 7.92 10.5
   –53+37 12.44 5.3 0.72 8.26 10.94
   –37 9.98 61.34 1.86 37.14 39.45
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Analysis of the SEM images showed that galena particles 
exist in all fractions. The free galena particles occur more in the 
coarse fractions, and with decreasing particle size, fine galena and 
sphalerite particles can be seen as inclusions in each other, which 
indicates the phenomenon of ‘galena disease’. The important 
point to note in the SEM images is the large amount of very fine, 
scattered galena particles (light grey phase) in the –37 μm fraction. 
Most of these particles are in the size range 5–10 μm. This is 
consistent with the results in Table II, which indicate about 61.3% 
of the Pb is in the –37 μm fraction. This is below the resolution of 
the optical microscope.

It can be concluded from the plant sampling campaign and 
characterization of the Pb flotation tailing that a large amount 
of lead is lost as slime and is difficult to recover. Therefore, any 
changes in the flotation process should be done with the aim of 
improving the slimes flotation.

Flotation experiments
The feed sample for the flotation experiments was collected 
during the plant sampling campaign. Table III shows the 
elemental analysis of the sample.  Flotation experiments were 
conducted with 2800 g dry solids of the flotation feed in a 2.5-litre 
conventional laboratory cell (Denver model) in tap water, at 
36% solids by weight. The pulp was added to the flotation cell 
and conditioned for 3 minutes. The pH was adjusted to 7.7–7.8 
by adding NaOH or H2SO4. Sodium silicate (0.15 g) as silicates 
depressant, zinc sulphate (0.55 g) as sphalerite depressant, and 
sodium sulphide (0.2 g) as pyrite depressant were added to the 
cell and the suspension was conditioned for 5 minutes. Then, 
ethyl xanthate potassium (various concentrations) was added as 
collector. The collector conditioning time and the impeller speed 
during the collector conditioning time were varied. Finally, methyl 
isobutyl carbinol (MIBC, various concentrations) was added as 

Figure 3—SEM images of polished sections

Sphalerite inclusions in the fraction of +150 μm Galena and sphalerite particles of in the fraction of  
-150 +105 μm

Sphalerite inclusions in galena in the fraction of -105 +74 μm Free galena particle in the fraction of -74 +53 μm

Sphalerite inclusions in galena in the fraction of -53 +37 μm Very small galena particles in size of 5 to 10 micron in 
fraction of -37 μm
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the frother. After 1 minute the impeller speed was set to 600 r/
min, the air was delivered to the cell, and froth products were 
collected for 6 minutes. The froth and tailings were collected, 
filtered, dried, analysed for Pb and Zn content, and the Pb and Zn 
recoveries calculated.

First, two flotation experiments were carried out according 
to the plant conditions (baseline experiments) with a collector 
dosage of 45 g/t, frother dosage of 20 g/t, and conditioning time 1 
minute. The flotation experiments with HIC were then performed 
and the effect of collector conditioning time, collector dosage, 
impeller speed,, and frother dosage were investigated. Finally, 
flotation kinetic experiments were conducted using the baseline 
experimental conditions and the optimum HIC conditions.

Each flotation experiment at each set of conditions was 
repeated three times and the average of the results reported. 

Results and discussion

Baseline experiments
Table III shows the results for the baseline flotation experiments. 
This test was repeated two times. The average Pb and Zn 
recoveries are 42.5% and 9.7%, respectively, compared with 68.6% 
in the industrial circuit 68.6% (Table I). It should be noted that 
the industrial flotation process includes rougher, scavenger, and 
cleaner stages, and the flotation time is much longer than for the 
the batch flotation experiment (which is only a rougher flotation). 

High-intensity conditioning (HIC) 

Effect of conditioning time
Figure 4 shows the effect of collector conditioning time on the 
Pb and Zn recoveries. The other flotation parameters were as for 
the baseline experiments. As can be seen, increasing the collector 
conditioning time from 1 to 3 minutes significantly increases the 
Pb recovery from 42.5% to 57.3% (about 15%). Further increases in 
the conditioning time from 3 to 5 and 7 minutes decrease the Pb 
recovery. Also, the Zn recovery to the lead concentrate increases 
from 9.7% to 16.3%. Excessively strong conditioning intensity 
could cause interparticle collisions or attrition, thereby destroying 
sthe reagent film and decreasing the concentrate recovery (Li 
et al., 2020; Quast, 2015). Longer conditioning times may cause 
the collector to detach from the galena particle surfaces, thereby 
reducing the Pb recovery.

At this stage, considering the fact that our goal is to achieve 
the highest Pb recovery, 3 minutes was considered the best 
conditioning time and was applied in the next steps. 

Effect of collector dosage
Figure 5 shows the effect of collector dosage for collector 
conditioning times of 1 and 3 minutes. At 1 minute conditioning 
time the Pb recovery increases from 42.5% to 46.5% with 

increasing collector dosage from 45 to 55 g/t. The Pb recovery 
decreases to 36.0 and 32.3% with further increase in collector 
dosage from 55 to 65 and 75 g/t. This could be explained by the 
interactions between the bubbles and solids. When the collector 
dosage increases, the solid surfaces become completely covered 
with an immobilized collector monolayer, and then the frother 
molecules cannot penetrate to the mineral surface. Consequently, 
bubble adhesion is suppressed, which weakens the attachment 
of particles to the air bubbles (Sis and Chander, 2003; Azizi, 
2014). Figure 5 also shows that at a collector conditioning time 
of 3 minutes, increasing the collector dosage from 45 to 65 and 
75 g/t increases the Pb recovery from 57.3% to 69.1 and 63.9%, 
respectively. The Zn recovery at both conditioning times shows 
a decreasing trend with increasing collector dosage. It can be 
concluded that at long collector conditioning times, due to the 
surface cleaning effect, collector adsorption onto the particle 
surfaces is improved, which leads to improved flotation and 
recovery even at higher collector dosages. 

Effect of impeller speed
HIC can be carried out by increasing either the collector 
conditioning time or the impeller speed. Figure 6 shows the 

   Table III

   Pb flotation results for the baseline experiments

   Test no.                                          Pb assay (%)                                      Zn assay (%)                                           Recovery (%) 
 Feed Conc. Feed Conc. Pb Zn

   1 2.5 16.38 8.72 12.05 36.32 8.3
   2 2.5 14.65 8.72 12.54 45.7 11.21
   Average 2.5 15.4 8.72 12.32 42.5 9.75

Figure 4—Effect of collector conditioning time on Pb and Zn recoveries 
(collector dosage 45 g/t, frother dosage 20 g/t, impeller speed 600 r/min)

Figure 5—Effect of collector dosage on Pb and Zn recoveries (conditioning 
time 1 minute and 3 minutes, frother dosage 20 g/t, impeller speed  
600 r/min) 
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effect of impeller speed on the Pb and Zn recoveries at a collector 
conditioning time of 3 minutes. It should be noted that the 
impeller speed was reduced to 600 r/min for all experiments 
before air was released to the flotation cell. As can be seen, 
increasing the impeller speed from 600 to 1250 r/min resulted in 
a Pb recovery increase from 69.1% to 79.8% and a decrease in Zn 
recovery to the Pb concentrate from 14.4 to 8.5%. Increasing the 
impeller speed causes better collector diffusion and increases 
collector adsorption on the particles. As the impeller speed 
increases, the amount of air that enters the cell and disperses in 
pulp increases. The air is released in the form of fine bubbles, 
resulting in an increase in the flotation rate for all particles. 

Effect of frother dosage
Figure 7 shows the effect of frother dosage at a collector 
conditioning time of 3 minutes, collector dosage of 65 g/t, and 
impeller speed of 1250 r/min. The Pb recovery increases from 
74.4 to 79.8% with increasing frother dosage from 20 to 40 g/t. 
Further increases in frother dosage have a negative effect on the 
Pb recovery. Also, the Zn recovery increases from 8.5 to 10.2% with 
increasing frother dosage, which is not desirable. Excessive frother 
dosage causes deformation of the bubbles, which has an adverse 
effect on flotation performance. 

Flotation kinetics
A collector dosage of 65 g/t, frother dosage of 40 g/t, collector 
conditioning time 3 minutes, and impeller speed 1250 r/min 
were selected as the optimum conditions for HIC. The flotation 
kinetics were evaluated from recovery times under the baseline 
experimental conditions  and the optimum HIC conditions. Six 
concentrate samples were collected after 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 
3.0 minutes, and the cumulative Pb recoveries calculated. Figure 8 
presents the cumulative Pb grade-recovery curves for the baseline 
experiments and optimum  HIC conditions. 

The flotation kinetics were modelled after Agar (1985) using 
Equation [1]:

R=Rmax [1-exp (-kt)]                                                                         [1]

where R is the cumulative recovery (%) at a given time t (min), 
Rmax is the maximum flotation recovery, and k is the first-order 
rate constant (min-1). Rmax and k are determined by fitting 
Equation [1] to the experimental data. The model parameters are 
estimated by least-squares regression. The kinetics curves and the 
fitted kinetics model parameters are presented in Figure 9. The 
results show significant improvement in the rate constant and the 
maximum recovery after HIC – so much so that with HIC the Pb 

recovery after 0.5 minutes (51.2%) is greater than the maximum 
recovery of baseline experiments that is achieved after 3 minutes 
(46%).

Conclusions
In the lead flotation circuit at the Lakan minerals processing plant, 
31.4% of the Pb is not recovered and reports to the Pb tailings. 
Also, 61.4% of the Pb in the tailing is in the –37 μm fraction. 
This indicates that a large amount of lead is lost as slime and is 
difficult to recover. The current study proved that high-intensity 
conditioning (HIC) by increasing either the collector conditioning 
time or the impeller speed improves the Pb flotation recovery. 
Also, with HIC, increasing the collector dosage and frother dosage 
has a greater impact on the Pb flotation recovery due to the 
surface cleaning effect. A collector dosage of 65 g/t, frother dosage 
of 40 g/t, collector conditioning time 3 minutes, and impeller 
speed of 1250 r/min are the optimum conditions for HIC. 

Figure 6—Effect of impeller speed on the Pb and Zn recoveries (3 minutes 
conditioning time, collector dosage 65 g/t, frother dosage 20 g/t) 

Figure 7—Effect of frother dosage on the Pb and Zn recoveriesy (collector 
dosage 65 g/t, impeller speed 1250 r/min)

Figure 8—Grade-recovery curves (collector dosage 65 g/t, frother dosage 
40 g/t, collector conditioning time 3 minutes, impeller speed 1250 r/min) 

Figure 9—Recovery kinetics curves (collector dosage 65 g/t, frother dosage 
40 g/t, collector conditioning time 3 minutes, impeller speed 1250 r/min)

Frother dosage (g/t)
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The flotation kinetics show that HIC causes a considerable 
improvement in the rate constant and a concentrate with a higher 
grade and recovery can be obtained.

However, these results were obtained on a laboratory scale; 
pilot or industrial scale tests will be required prior to the possible 
industrial implementation of HIC.

There are other ways to improve the flotation process, 
including reducing the production of fine particles by modifying 
the grinding and classification circuit or improving the 
hydrodynamic performance of the flotation cells. It is suggested 
that the impact of these factors be investigated in future research.
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